
ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS AT WESTON UNDERWOOD IN 1994 
DAWN ENRIGHT AND JONATHAN PARKHOUSE 

A watching hriefand small-scale e.rcm•ations were undertaken during the initial stages of a new sewerage scheme at Weston Underwood. Buckinghamshire. This work represents the first archaeological investigations in the l'illage. £1'idence was recol'ered for a probable prehistoric cremation, and for settlement during tlte Roman. Saxon and Medieval periods. This activity was recorded in various locations around rite eastern side (~lthe village, including an area close to a medieval mooted site. A high degree (~l settlement continuity over the past two millennia is implied hy these results. A possible 11ucleus c~llure Su,w11 occupation in rhe viciniry ofrhe prese/11 church is suggested. 

INTRODUCTION 
In January 1994, Buckinghamshire County Museum Archaeological Serv ice was commissioned by Angl ian Water Engineering and Business Systems Ltd, to undertake investigations during the early stages of sewage pipclaying in and around the village of Weston Underwood. The proposed routes of the pipelines fell into two distinct types of terrain; open pasture fields immediately southeast of the village which had not been prev iously disturbed by excavation, and thoroughfares where ei ther existing pipes were being replaced, or pipes were being laid for the first time (Figure I). Although monitoring of the entire scheme was undertaken, archaeological deposits were only observed in the areas of pasture. 

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY 
Weston Underwood is a small village some 2km west of Olney. The village plan is essentially linear, the majority of the houses being situated along the High Street, which is orientated NE - SW. There are five small lanes (Pevers Lane, Chapel Lane, and Cross Lane and two un-named thoroughfares) leading for short distances from the southeastern side of the High Street. 

The village is on ground which slopes slightly from the northwest down towards the River Ouse, some 0.9km to the south cast. The High Street is some 20 to 25m above the valley bottom, which is just below the 50m contour. The flood plain of the Ouse is generally just under I km wide along its upper reaches. The hydraul ic gradient along the valley is low, and there will probably have been fairly frequent , even regular, flooding episodes before modern land drainage was installed. 
Weston Underwood is situated on a narrow band of Oolitic clays and l imestone, dating to the Jurassic, which arc exposed for a considerable distance along the valley side. On the valley sides there are terrace gravels downslope of the village, and boulder clay upslope. The valley bottom is filled with alluvium with some admixture of colluvium, entrenched into the first Terrace Gravels; below this the deeply buried incised river channel is filled with quaternary deposits. The alluvium/ colluvium has probably masked all but the most recent archaeological episodes. In contrast, the terrace gravels generally give good crop marks, enabling the evidence for past human activity to be seen from the air under suitable condi tions; the Ooli tic and boulder clays, on the other hand, are much less conducive to the detection of sites from the air. 
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Fig. I: Weston Underwood Sewerage: General location plan showing trench layout 

In terms of potential for exploitation, the Ouse Valley presents a reasonable diversity of habitats, including the flood-prone valley bottom which will have contained marshlands and/or good quality pasture, the gravel terraces which would have given rise to well-drained and easily worked soils, and the heavier clay uplands. The last do not appear to have been intensively cultivated until the later prehistoric periods. 
The sewerage works followed the southern and eastern sides of the village "envelope", with spurs coming in from the direction of the High Street (Fig I ). Most of the geology encountered consisted of grey or orange clays with limestone fragments of various sizes and occasional outcrops of tabular 

I imestone. These deposits arc characteristic of the Great Oolite beds on which the village is situated. Finer deposits, typically orange-brown silty loams with clay and sand fractions, presumably colluvially derived, were present downslope of the sewage plant in Field C. 
The pasture in the study area appears to have been so for a number of years. Photographs taken by the RAF in I 947 (CPE/UK 1926.1007: BCM AP Collection, Run 49) show the survival of extensive ridge and furrow (representing medieval arable cultivation) around Weston Underwood, particularly in the vicinity of the moat, although there appears to have been more intensive arable cultivation near the southwestern end of the study 
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area (Field A), presumably during the second world war. The same photographs clearly show the edge of the alluvium, which is generally co-extensive with the limit of ridge and furrow. 

ARCIIAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
No systematic archaeological investigation had been undertaken within the village before the investigations described in this report. Nevertheless, a number of archaeological sites were already known to exist in and around the village, as a result of various casual discoveries. 
The site of a probable prehistoric ring ditch, to th-.. south of the village, is v isible on aerial photographs taken in 1974; such sites are typical of the gravels of the Ouse Valley. The frequency with which they occur apparently increases further downstream, although this may be a reflection of modern agricultural regimes as there is more pasture (and therefore fewer areas with optimum conditions for cropmark development) upstream. Numerous ring ditches have been recorded in the Ousc Valley by aerial photography (Field 1974), and in 1978 one was excavated, 2km upstream of Weston Underwood, at Ravenstone (Allen 198 1 ). 
The valley sides are clearly important for early prehistoric activity, for although much of the evidence is funerary this seems to be because settlement remains are generally harder to detect archaeologically. In contrast, there is a relative dearth of material from the clay uplands of North Buckinghamshire and Bedfordshire. 
Romano-British artefacts have been found at a number of locations around the vill age: in a garden in the High Street; in the NW corner of the churchyard; on the vi llage green; and NW of the medieval moated site, on the course of the pipeline in Field C. Romano-British material has also been found south of the village; in one instance the assemblage included sherds of Iron Age pottery, suggesting an element of continuity in settlement pattern. 
Nothing was known of the nature of settlement here during the Saxon period, but since Weston [Underwood! is recorded in Domesday Book 

(1086), it is probably safe to assume the presence of a small nucleated sclllemcnt with its origins in the late Saxon period. The manor was forfeited to the Crown in 1088 following the rebellion of the Bishop of Coutanccs, and subsequently split, and then held by two families, the Nowers and Pcvcrs. These two manors had been amalgamated before 15 18 (VCH 1927, 4 497- 502). In terms of archaeological material from the medieval period, two finds of tile had been made in the village: a glazed ridge ti le and two fragments of fourteenth century encaustic tile, probably Penn tile. There is also a moated site, a Scheduled Ancient Monument, with associated earthworks, to the south of the v illage, which is thought to have belonged to the Pcvers family in the early 14th Century. A path leading to the site is sti ll called Pevers Lane. The moat , a roughly oval enclosu re measuring 36 x 46m, has an interna l platform some 0.7m higher than the surround ing ground level. Connected with the wide, shallow moat arc two fishponds on the downslope (southeastern) side. Medieval pottery sherds have been found on the platform of the moat. 
There are a number of seventeenth-century houses in the village, indicating that the topography of the village had reached its present form by this date, although the overall layout is likely to be considerably older. Few v illage morphologies arc entirely static; the opportun ity to sample even a narrow strip of land on the edge of the med ieval village by means of the sewage scheme was therefore potentially useful in terms of detecting any shifts in settlement focus. 

METHODOLOGY 
At the outset it appeared that the potential for earlier occupation with in and around the vil lage was high. During the planning of the pipeline, two phases of work were proposed: 

i) Supervised topsoil stripping accompanied, where appropriate, by limited excavation where the pipeline went through the greenfield areas 
ii) a watching brief where pipe-trenches cut through the vi llage thoroughfares 
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Arrangements were made with Anglian Water for topsoil stripping to be carried out under archaeological supervision. Two weeks were set aside for archaeological investigation following each phase of topsoil removal. A ll the archaeological deposits exposed within the easement areas during topsoi I stripping were then recorded. Those directly on the line of the pipe were excavated and, where sufficient time allowed, deposits in the easement area were also excavated to determine their character and date. With the co-operation of metal detcctorists, stripped areas were scanned in order to recover diagnostic metal artefacts. 
The easement was up 10 I Om wide in I he pasture area, and it was generally relatively straightforward to inspect the areas concerned and to distinguish archaeological features. C loser to the river, however, alluv ial/colluvial depos its were deeper and some masking of archaeological deposits may be suspected. 
During pipclaying along the thoroughfares the trenches were close shuttered, and opportunities for detailed inspection of the trench sides were severely limited. In the event no archaeological data or material were recovered during this phase of the work. 

THE RESULTS 
The excavation revealed the presence of a large number of archaeological features, although their density varied. They are described below according to the four main phases (prehistoric, Romano-Bri tish, Saxon and Medieval). These are further subdivided in relation to the various "areas" where concentrations of features were noted. (Fig I and Table 1). Each field was allocated a letter (A to E), and individual sections of pipeline in each field were numbered. Areas are thus referred to in the text as C I , D2 etc. 
A total of 339 cut features were recorded. Of these, 160 (47.20%) were excavated, but only 38 ( 11.2 1%) contained datable finds. Datable finds were recovered from a further II features (3.24%), either by surface collection or with the help of metal detectors, bringing the total number of features that could be directly dated to 49 ( 14.45%). It 

is main ly this sample of dateable features that is discussed here. An indication of the comparative density of features along the route can be gained from Table I. 
Prehistoric 

A low density of prehistoric fl int waste was recovered, and a very few artefacts (see below). Most of the material was of late Neolithic/ Bronze Age date, but five probable Mesolithic fragments were also present. Although there did not appear to be any concentrations, the amount of material recovered seems to indicate a more than casual prehistoric presence in the vicinity. The only identifiable feature probably of prehistoric date was a cremation (Context 109), lying in the field adjacent to the stream (Field C). No other features were associated with it. Cremations arc uncommon in the archaeological record later than the early Saxon period, when they are almost invariably found grouped in formal cemeteries. Cremation was also a common rite during the earlier RomanoBritish period, but then too there was a preference for interment in cemeteries, the remains normally being buried in pottery vessels. This single find, therefore, is probably prehistoric. The relative frequency of r ing-d itches along the gravel terraces of the Ouse during the second mi llennium be indicates that this position may have been perceived as being suitable for the deposition of funerary remains. 
Romano-British 

Roman material was present in small amounts along the entire pipeline route. It appeared to be concentrated in two of the areas described below (C3 and B), with signs of activity also in Area D, as well as at the other locations in the immediate environs of the village previously recorded. The features cannot be securely dated, however, and the focal point(s) of any settlement remain elusive, although they were evidently not in the direct route of the pipeline. 
Area C3 This was SE of the new sewage works in an area which sloped downhill to a stream which fed into the River Ouse (Figures 1 and 2). 
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TABLE I. DISTRIBUTION OF FEATURES, BY AREA 
AREA A 8 C! 
Features recorded 13 43 117 
Features excavated 9 12 42 
Features with finds 10 II 22 
(illl'JUtl111lt luuh r..:t.•tw.:n:\1 (rom Ul'k.'Xl":.tv::llcd r\';llUI'l'~) 

Datable 2 5 6 excavated features 
Datable 2 2 unexcavated features 
Total datable features 4 7 7 

Three features were recorded, cutting through the lower part of the colluvial deposits at the base of the hill. Roman sherds were recovered from all three. 
098: possible pit 20m NW of the stream. Aligned approx NWSE. 2m by 0.7m. with heavi ly undercut sides and i rregu lar base. Single fi ll (099) of clean brown clay si lt. J R-B sherds. 5 uncertain shcrds. Irregular nature of the edges of the feature suggests that it was possibly a tree hole. IOO:circular pi t 30m NW of the stream. Approx 2m diam. Excavated to a depth of 0.60m. Fill ( 10 I ) of brown/grey clay si lt with occasional fragments of limestone grit s. 56 sherds (sec fig 8. nos 1-3 for drawn examples): 21 R-B including 3 Ncne Valley colour coated ware. 2 Samian 

sl~t:rds. one from Central Gaullish stamped cup: 35 sherds uncertain date. small quantity of sheep bone frags. glass vessel handle (SF 1028: Fig II no 6). iron nail (SF 1024). The quantity of material would suggest (;n least in part) a deliberate dump of domestic rubbish. 102:circular pi t 40m NW of the stream. approx 2m cliam. Excavated to depth of 0.18m. Gently sloping sides and rounded base. Single fi ll (103) of brown clay silt wi th occasional limestone fragments. containing 5 Roman sherds. including two basal sherds of central Gaul ish Sam ian (figS nos 7 and8)ofthemid to late Antonine period ( 160 to 200AD). and coin c204 AD. 
Although this site appears to be of restricted extent, the finds suggest that the pits, whatever their primary function, were eventually used for the disposal of domestic rubbish from a nearby settlement. 

C2 CJ 01 02 OJ TOTAL 
13 12 50 67 24 339 
10 II 25 34 17 160 
4 8 17 27 3 102 

2 3 II 8 38 
5 11 

2 3 12 13 49 

Area B The second area of Roman activity was in Field B (Figures I and 2), slightly north of a small scatter of Roman pottery and tile fragments discovered on the surface in 1968. Six features contained Romano-British artefacts. One pit ( 194) and a gully (04 1) contained exclusively Roman material, whilst the remainder of the features contained a mixture of Roman, Saxon and medieval pottery. 
l \14: rectangular pit 1.15 x I.Om. Single fi ll (195): I R-B rim she rd. 04 1 :gully 1.35m wide. Single fill (042): 2 R-B shcrds. 

Four other features, ( 178, 035, 142 and 022) contained Romano-British material, along with other material which was either certainly later ( 178 and 022), or of uncertain, but possibly RomanoBritish, date (035 and 022). The Romano-British finds are perhaps most safely interpreted as residual, although the presence of a brooch ( fig I I no 3) and a coin of Yespasian in 022 is worth noting. 
178: irregular. pear-shaped cut. Fill 179, red brown clay silt with limestone fragments and grits. Some limestone fragments showed evidence of burning: concentration of charcoal noted towards base of fill. Burning also noted around edge of cut. I R-B she rd. I med .. fragments of brick and tile. I fragment of animal bone. Interpreted as possible heanh. 035:circular pit with two fills. Basal fill (325) light grey brown clay si lt with limestone fragments: no finds. Upper fi ll (036) conta ined I R-B rim sherd, 6 unidentifiable sherds, fragments of animal bone. 
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142:probable series of iruercutting pils. mos1ly obscured by nor1h baulk. Fill (143)conlained 2 Romano-Brilish sherds. 4 sherds of unccr1ain dale. 2 fmgmcms animal bone. 022:scc below (Saxon period): conlained residual Roman malerial. 
The evidence from field B again is slight, but, taken in conjunction with the other finds of pottery and tile nearby noted above, seems to suggest some form of occupation in the v icinity. 

Area D l Layer (32 1) in area D I contained eight shercls of Romano-British pottery and a quernstone, possibly reused in a hearth. In view of its apparent association with medieval features the dating of layer 321 is uncertain , and it is described in the medieval section below. 
Saxon 

The Saxon ev idence was in total rather insubstantial. Some of the Saxon material was recovered from unstratified contexts during the initial stages of stripping. No firm evidence for a settlement focus can be identified (it may well have been beneath the medieval village) and an interpretation for the function of the individual features is problematic. The only possible Saxon building, the arrangement of postholes in area C I , lacks any satisfactory dating evidence. The presence of features containing pottery of early to mid Saxon material is of some significance, as relatively few settlements of this period are known from Buckinghamshire. 
There was a small concentration of unstratified material, including sherds of inturnecl bowls in St Neots ware diagnostic of the late Saxon period, from near te boundary between fields A and B. This area is not far from the church, and may indicate some form of pre-conquest settlement focus here. Whi 1st the existence of numerous late Saxon settlements is demonstrated by the Domesday survey, archaeological evidence for the majority of these is absent. Early and middle Saxon settlements are even more scarce. Perhaps the most important feature of the Weston Underwood evidence is an apparent continuity of settlement which seems to be implied by the data. 

Field B Saxon material was recovered from one of the 
18 1 

areas of Roman activity, described above (sec Figure 3). Two pits were recorded, 028 and the adjacent 022, which contained Saxon pottery, although the two features were not contemporary. One of these (022) also contained several shcrds of Romano-British pottery and other Romano-British material. 
028: ovoid pi I. 4.5m by :I ..Sm. w ilh gradually sloping sides and sl ighlly concave base. Fi ll 029. mid grey clay sill w ilh decayed I imcs10nc fragmcnls and frequerll charcoal fragmenls. 12 fragmcnls animal bone. I fragmcn1 daub. 2 fmgmenls (R-0?) brick. I fragmenl burn1limes10nc. I nirll blade fragrncm. 2 1ava quernslonc fragmcms (SF 1039), 38 shcrds (rnoslly laic) Saxon ponery. including rims of S1 Ncots 1ype ware (fig 9 nos 1- 5). 022:oval pil. 4m by :lm. w ilh sleep sides sloping 10 na1 base al a deplh of 0.45rn. Single fi ll (023) cornpac1 orange brown clay loam wi lh frctiUCnl limeslone fragrncnls. 3 R- 13 shcrds (fig 8 nos 4- 6), including sarnian dish rim (Drag. 18/3 1. An toninc),4emly vo 111id S<~~VII shcrds, 23 shcrus uou.:crtaiu dale, I slruck fl inl fl ake, 39 fragmenls animal bone. I R-B bron;:e brooch (Sr I 029: llg II no 3)). I co in of Vcspasian (SF 1020). Whils11his femurc c!car!y :~ppears to have been open during lhc Saxon period, !here is much residual rnmerial. 
FieldC The fie ld directly west of the sewage works contained one pit and one posthole with Saxon artefacts (Figure 3). It is possible that a group of postholes adj acent to a medieval ditch (080/133, described below) may also be of Saxon elate, although they did not produce any datable material. 
3 12:poslholc. Fill (3 13) wilh I early or mid Saxon shcrd. 358, 360, 362. 364. 366. 368 and 370: circular poslholcs, diarn 0.20m 10 0.30rn. recorded along weslem edge of dilch 080/ 133 (figure 5). Five (358 - 366) were in a Slraighl line. parallel wilh and imrncdialely oulside I he dilch edge. whilsl 1wo (368 and 370) were slighlly offse1 and cul lhrough one of I he fills (087) of di lch 133. Poslholes 358, 368 and 370 were cxcavalcd: 0.20m deep wi th mid brown clay loam fill. No ar1cfac1s recovered. 352, 354, 356: poslholcs. a1 righl angles to lhe nor1hcrrunos1 of I he seven (358- 370) described above, wilh similar dimensions and fills. None was excavmed (as ou1siclc 1hc pipe cerllrclinc) . 

I f 368 and 370, the postholes that cut the ditch, were contemporary with the rest of the group, as they seemed to be, the l ine of postholes 358-370 therefore appears to postdate the ditch. It is possi ble that all ten postholes together form the corner of an enclosure or structure. Two other features may possibly be associated with the postholes, although their relationship is not clear: 
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Fig. 3: a) Area of Saxon activity within trench B, b) Area of Saxon activity within trench Cl 

392: linear feature, within the angle formed by postholes 352-370 and extending beyond the stripped area,> I.SOm long, 0.60m wide. Not excavated, as not within pipe centreline. 314:oven/heanh, culling linear feature 392. Sub-circular, 0.66m x 0.60m, 0.21m deep, slightly convex sides and flat base. Single fill (315) of large daub and burnt limestone fragments in charcoal/ash matrix, I fragment burnt animal bone. The dating and interpretation of these features is difficult. It is suggested below that ditch 080/133 is medieval, but the evidence is largely circumstantial. Even if the medieval date for 080/133 is correct, the only postholes that are directly related to it 

stratigraphically are the two offset post-holes 368 and 370, which may not belong with the rest of the group. If the dating problems are disregarded, the most likely explanation for a rectilinear arrangement of closely-spaced posts is that it is the corner of a post-built Saxon building. 
FieldD Within the field NW of the sewage works and south of Chapel Lane, the topsoil was stripped from three "spurs" which joined in the southern corner of Field D (see figure 1). 
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F ig. 4: a) Area of Saxon activity within trench D I b) and c) Areas of Saxon activity within Trench 0 2 

Area 01 Area 0 I, adjacent to Chapel Lane, contained a pit and a linear feature containing Saxon material (figure 4). 
440:Pit, wi th gradually sloping sides and rounded base, cut on its northern side by two postholes (442 and SO I). Only part ly within machine-stripped area. Single f i ll (44 1 ), dark grey/brown clay silt with limestone grits and charcoal necks, II fragments animal bone, I early or mid Saxon she rd. 426:Linear feature 6m to south of pit 440. Sloping sides and irregular base. Single fill (461) dark grey si lty clay with stone fragments. 3 late Saxon St Neots sherds. 2 unidentifiable shcrds, I fragment of animal bone. Fill is thought to represent gradual silting after feature had gone out of usc. 442, SO 1: postholes cutting pi t 440. No cultural material recovered, but fills were very similar to pit fill 441 in the nature 

of their soi l matrix and natural inclusions, suggesting perhaps a broadly contemporary date for when they went out of use, although stratigraphically they are clearly later than pit 440. 
The purpose of this group of features is uncertain. 

Area 0 2 Area 0 2, a pipe line spur which ran from the smaJI (un-named) lane south of Grange Farm, contained two postholes (535 and 557) and an adjacent spread of mate rial (layer 606) which contained Saxon artefacts, although the dating of this group of features is not secure (fig 4). 
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606: layer of dark grey brown clay si ll with concentrated patches of burnt material, I .Rm by I .3m; 0.15m deep. Layer partially excavated in order to sample two areas of buming. 8 early or mid Saxon sherds, I small (intrusive?) med sherd, fragments of burnt stone, I small (intrusive?) brick fragment, 3 fragments animal bone. As no in siru burning was noted, it is assumed that 606 represented a deposit of burnt material ra ther than a hearth. 535: poMhole, not excavated. Surface finds: I Saxon sherd, 2 med sherds. 557:posthole, approximately rectangular, 0.28m by 0.20m, with gradual ly sloping sides and concave base at depth of 0.07m. Single fi ll (558); dark grey si lty clay, I early to mid Saxon sherd. 

Medieval 
Not surprisingly, the evidence for medieval activity far outweighed that for the Saxon and Roman periods. M ost of the deposits encountered contained medieval pottery, and the area around the village appears to have been extensively used in the medieval period. 
Three main areas of medieval occupation were idenli f ied: areas C I , D I and D2. In the case of the fi rsl of lhese (C I ), however, the dating evidence is very slender. 

Area C l Dilches representing two sides of a possible enclosure were identified. Sections were cut through both by machine. 
125:ditch, orientated approximately NE - SW wi th gradually sloping concave sides and concave base, 0.85m deep. Two fills (Figure 5): basal fill (068) of yellowish brown silly clay with limestone fragments and charcoal necks, I undated sherd; upper fi ll (067) of greyish brown silty clay wi th occasional small l imestone fragments, I (?med) shcrd. I piece iron slag, 2 animal bone. 063:ditch, recut of ditch 125. 2.60m wide, 0.95m deep, straight sloping sides and concave base. Single fill (064), dark greyish brown silly clay with large quantity stone fraglncnts, and occasional charcoal necks. I x med sherd, I x post-med sherd ('! intrusive), 2 x unident i fiable sherds, 2 small fragments of animal bone. The large quantity of stone may suggest adcliberatebackfi ll ingoftheditchonce it had gone out of use. 080:ditch, to east of di tch 125/063 ~nd at right angles to it, 2.50m wide, 1.05m deep, with stra ight sides and nat base. Three fills (figure 5): basal fill (086) of dark grey clay silt with limestone, 3 unidentifiable sherds, 2 fragments animal bone; secondary fill 088 (in eastern pan of ditch) of greyish brown clayey silt, 8 fragments bone (sheep), 3 flint fragments, I unidentifiable sherd; fill 087 (in western part of di tch) also a greyish brown clayey sil t, 2 fragments bone (sheep). Fills 088 and 087 probably represent same f ill , 

truncated by a partial recutting (recut 133) of080. I :l3: recut of ditch ORO, 1.70m wide, 0.70m deep, straight sloping sides forming V-shaped profile. Single fi ll (081) of limestone rubble <().30m di;un in yellowish brown clayey silt. 
Ditch 080 (and its recut 133) possibly functioned as a drainage ditch. It appears to have been associaled with slight traces of a bank or headland which lies on the west side of the ditch and appears to run ESE downhill to the fishponds. The only dating ev idence for 080/1 33 is circumstantial , consisting of a single medieval sherd from ditch 125, which appears to be the return of ditch 080/1 33. 
Postholes 352- 370, and the difficul ties in dating them, are discussed above in the Saxon section, along with the possibly related features 392 and 3 14. The position of the postholes appears to respect the edge of di tch 080/133, whilst two of the postholes, 368 and 370, <.; Ullh~ di tch. The possibi l ity of a Saxon date for ditch 080/133 should not be ru led out. 

Oiher features in Area C l. In addition IO the features described above, some eighl pits and fifty postholes were contained within the apparent enclosure formed by ditches 125/063 and 133/080. As so small an area was examined, little datable material was recovered. No other recognisable or coherent structures or fence lines could be identified. A single posthole (3 12; fill 313) produced a sherd of possible Saxon pollcry. Posthole 074 (fill 075) produced an undated bone pin. Activity within this area appears to have been intense, but its nature and date arc di f ficult to dclcnn ine. 
Field D The second concentration of medieval activity lay in Field D, north of the sewage works, where three spurs of land (areas D I , D2 and D3) were stripped (Figure I ). Earthworks noted in this field (Figure 6), consisted of four possible building platforms and traces of a hollow-way, which appears to be a continuation of Chapel Lane. The building platforms were difficult to distinguish but were approximately 8m across. The line of the pipe cut through two of them. 
Area Dl Area D I lay parallel with the hollow-way and then continued beneath the field gateway and along the length of Chapel Lane until it intersected the H igh Street. Chapel Lane derives its name from a former nonconformist chapel (see appendix). What 
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Fig. 5:Area of medieval activity within trench C I , and sections of medieval enclosure ditc hes 
are presumed to be the remains of the chapel, according to local information, now form a garden wall which butts onto Field D. Spur D I terminated 0.5m short of the chapel remains. Owing to the greater de pth of topsoil and the presence of a subsoi l in this area, the easement was not stripped down further than the top of the subsoil , whilst only 

the centre line was stripped to the top of the archaeological deposits . A number of archaeological features were noted and excavated, from which medieval and post-medieval material was recovered. The features are described in order, from northwest to southeast. 
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Fig. 6: Sketch survey of earthworks within field D 
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400:po~lhole. ill nonhem end of spur. circular O.J4m diam. 0.1 :lrn deep. Single fill (40 I) of yellowish brown silly clay wilh occasionallimes10ne frag111en1s. 2 x posl -med ~herds. 
South of posthole 400 were three intercutting pits: 409, 407 and 412. It is possible that these features, with their mixture of medieva l and postmedieval f inds (some as late as the nineteenth century) may have been associated wi th the former chapel, just to the north of these fea tures. 

409:pil. approximmely circular. 1.74111 di:un. 0.72m deep. s1raigh1 ~loping sides and flal base. Two lilb: basal lill (410) of dark yellowish grey silly clay wilh frctjucm large subangular limcslonc fragmenls. 4 mcd (C 11/12) ~herds. 9 shcrds uncerlain dille (lhe large amounls of s1onc may suggesl a dcliberme backfilling of I he pi I): upper fill (41 1) of dark grey silly clay wi1h limes! one grils and occasional charcoal flecks. 5 med sherds. !\I undalable ("!possibly med) sherds shelly fabric.l\0 frag.men1s animal bone. 1 fl inl w:l' '" flak e Cut on south side by pit 407 and on north side by pi14 12. 407:pil. sub-circu lar, c.0.90m diam. 0.09111 deep. s1ra igh1 sides and flal base. Single fi ll (40R) of ~:rcyish brown clayey si ll wilh occasional l imeslone grils. I x med sherd. 5 x poslmed sherds. iron knife (Special Find No. I 00 I). Cui soulhern side of pi I 409. 412:pil, approx circular. 0.60m dimn. Nol fully excavaled. Fill 414. 2 x unidenlifiable sherds shelly fabric. Cui I he non hem side of pi I 409. 404:shallow cui ('!pi I or gully lerminal). ex lending for 0.80m from I he caslern baulk. 0.50m wide. 0.1 :lm deep. oblong wil ll semi-c ircu lar lerminalto wcsl. concave profile. Two fi lls: lower (405) of lighl brownish yellow silly clay. no finds: upper (406) of yellowish brown silly clay wi lh occasional large lirnes1one fragmenls and charcoal !leeks. 25 med sherds (including Pouerspury wares). 415: l inear fealure. 2.5m from pi1 complex 409/407/412. orienlaled NE - SW. 5.5m wide, excavmed (by machine) 10 O.SOm deplh. slraight sides sloping a1 10" for 1.2Sm. lhen :II SO" IO concave base. Single fill (416) of dark greyish brown silly sand wi1h large limestone fragmems and occasional charcoal flecks. 2 med sherds. Presence of large amoun1s of Slone may suggest deliberale backfilling. Possibly some form of drainage channel? Cui by fea1urc 4 17. 4 17:cul (?'! soakaway). approx circular. 1.5m diam. concave sides. No1 fu lly excavated, depth unknown. r:il l (411!) o f dark greyish brown clay sill wi lh frequenl large l imes1one fragmen1s. occasional flecks charcoal . 3 med sherds (inc. 2 Pouerspury). 419:possible gully lerminal. to soulh of 4 17 and exlending beyond NE baulk. nol excavaled, visible ex1en1 1. 1 Om long by lm wide. Fill (420)ofdark greyish brownsillyclay wilh large frequenllimeslone fragments and occasional charcoal flecks. Appeared 10 run parallel wilh possible draim1ge dilch 415. 455, 426. 427. 429: poslholes, in recwngular array c.8m from gully lerminal419, nexllo SW baulk. Circular. diam 0.20m 10 0.40m. No1 excavaled. Fi lls appeared 10 be simi lar. Possibly part of a larger groupoffealures ex lending beyond lhe study area. I x med sherd (Ponerspury) f rom exposed 

surface of 455. 427 and 429 cui NW edge of layer 425 (see below). 425:1ayer. mid greyish brown clayey sill wilh smalllime~lonc fragmenls. exlending for c :lm along pipe 1rcnch. No1 excavaled: 3x med sherds (inc C 14 rim) recovered from surface. 4J3: pi I. lo sou1h of laycr425. sub-circular. I m by O.R5tn, 0.44t11 deer>. concave sides and fla1 base. Two fills: lower f'ill (43 1) of yellowish brown sanely sil l wi lh frcquenl limeslonc f ragmcnls. no f inds: upper f ill (434) of mid yellowish brown sandy sill wi lh occasional limeslone and flinl fragmetlls and charcoal flecks. 6 x mcd sherds (inc Brill). 2 1 undalable shcrds (inc shelly fabrics), I x animal bone. 1 iron "whiulc and lang" knife (Special Find No. IOJ I: medieval). 497:1inear feature ('!drain). orien1a1ed E-W. Origmal dimensions unknown. as lrunc:ned during machine slripping. Two tills: basal fill (49!\) of limeslone blocks. ( avg. 0.30m by 0.40m): ur>pcr li II (499) of mid yellowish brown sandy sill wi th occasionallimeslone fragmenls, 4 mcd sherds. 32 1: layer: heavily burn I horizon on remnanls of possible building t>lalfonn. on natural surface of l imeslone and clay. R-B Querns1one (SF I 037) f rom sl ighl depression within layer J21 showed evidence of burning, suggest ing re-use as hean hslonc Also l! R-B sherds. All hough I he arlefacls from I hi, I aye• could uc tcsidual, lhc i<icmificmion of the slight mound on which 32 1 was si lltaled as being medieval must be viewed with greal caul ion. 447:1ayer of limeslone cobbles in a brown silly clay loam. Overlay pan of layer 321. I x (?) med sherd. 
As so small an area was cleared, interpretation is di fficult. T he pottery recovered from th is areu suggests a medieval date for the complex as a whole, although the basal burnt layer 32 1 may have been a Romano-British deposit. 
T wo fu rt her areas of burning (533 and 534) were associaled with an area of intercutting pits and postholes (523, 525, 527, 529 and 531 ). 

523:pil. oval. l.:lm by 0.90m. 0.60m deep, sharp sloping sides and concave base. Fill (524) of dark greyish brown si lly clay wilh large limcMone fragmenls. No finds. Cui by pos1holes 527 and 529 and pi1 525. 527: pos1hole. circu lar. 0.15m diam, 0.2Sm deep. s1raigl11 sides sloping 10 concave base. Fi ll (528) of dark greyish brown si lly clay wi1h occasional I imeslonc gri ls. 6 undatable shercls (shelly ware). 529:poslhole. circular. 0.15m diam. 0.35m deep. s1ra igl11 sides and concave base. Fi ll (530) of dark greyish brown silly clay wilh occasional limeslone grits and charcoal fragmenls. 2 unclawble sherds . 5 pieces animal bone. 525: pi I, oval, 0.8m by 0. 7m. 0.40m deep. sharp sloping sides and flat base. Fill (526) of lighl orange brown sandy sill wilh 
occasionallime~lone grils. No finds. Cui by pi1 531. 531 :pi I, ci rcular. 0.70m diam, no1 excavaled. Fill (532) of dark greyish brown silly clay wilh limes1one gri1s. Panially overlain by burn! layer 533. 533: burn I layer. similar 10 32 1 (above). No1 excavalcd. 
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Fig. 7: Area of medieval activity within trenches D I and 0 2 

Area D2 Area D2 extended diagonally across the field from the small (unnamed) lane south of Grange Farm (figure I). There were a number of archaeological features that were recorded and excavated at the northern end of the spur, and from which medieval material was recovered. 
The features are described in order, from NNW to SSE. 

599: pit, circular, 0.70m diam, 0.2 1m deep, ncar-vertica l sides and concave base. Fi ll (600) of grey brown clay ~i lt with limestone fragments and grits, I x med sherd (Potterspury), 2 undatable sherds, I frag burnt animal bone. 

601:pit. circular, diam 0.87m, 0.20m deep, gradually sloping sides and concave base. Fill 602 of dark grey s ilt with limestone grits, 2 x mcd shcrds, 5 undatable sherds, 2 frags animal bone. 
The function of both pits is uncertain. There were a number of other features in the vicinity of pits 599 and 601 which could not be dated, although it is likely that at least some of them were medieval. To the SE was a series of intercutting gullies. Those which were orientated NE - SW (624, 622 and their precursor 624) were cut by one of the gullies (6 15) orientated at 90°(NW - SE); another gully, 603, was parallel with 615 but did not intersect with the other gullies within the limits 
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of the trench. The function of all the gullies is uncertain, but on the basis of their profiles they are more likely to have been for drainage than to have served any structural purpose. 
603:gully, 0.50m w ide. O.l l m deep, gradually sloping sides and concave base. Fill (604) of dark greyish brown clay si lt with very occasional limestone fragments and grits. I undatable sherd. 615:gully,0.76m wide,0.22m deep, gradually sloping sides and concave base. Fi ll (626) of dark brown sandy clay w ith frequent l imestone fragments. 2 med sherds, 7 undatable sherds. I x brick frag. Cut gullies 620 and 622. 620:gully, 0.70m wide, 0.20m deep, gradually sloping sides and concave base. Fill (621) of a mid brown sandy clay with occasional limestone fragments, I undatable sherd. I frag of animal bone, I copper alloy buckle plate (SF I 0 17). 622:gully, 0.60m wide, 0.20m deep, gradually sloping sides and concave base, Fill (623) of mid brown sandy clay w ith occasional limestone fragments (s imilar 10 f ill of parallel gully 620). I x med sherd, I x undatable sherd, I f rag burnt stone, 2 nnimnl bone fmgs. 624:gully, width unknown (as edges cut by other features), 0.36m deep. Fi ll (625)oforange brown sandy clay (difficult to different iate from fills o f the two gull ies which cut it), I med sherd, 2 frags animal bone. Cut by gullies 620 and 622. 607:pil, subrectangular, 1.5 x 3m, 0.87 deep, near-vertica l sides and flat base. Fill (608) of mid brown sandy clay with occasional limestone fragments and lenses of orange brown clay, 13 med sherds (C 11/12), 23 undated (?possibly med) sherds in shelly fabric. Some contamination is possible. Cut by gully 622 on NW side and by pit 609 on SW side. 609:pit , circular, diam 0.90m, depth 0.30m, near-vert ica l sides and flat base. Fi ll (6 10) of mid-brown sandy clay wi th occasional l imestone fragments, I med sherd, 2 undatable sherds. 

THE FINDS 
hy Nicola J.L. Smith 

The Pottery 
A total of 864 sherds (nearly 9 kg) was recovered and examined macroscopically, a variety of d ifferent fa brics from different periods be ing identified. A selection of these have been ill ustrated (Figures 8-1 0). From diagnostic characteristics, together w ith a general fabric analysis, several specific forms and classes of vessel were identified, and 367 pieces (42.48% of a ll sherds collected) were subsequently found to be datable. T he majority of the remaining 497 sherds (3.607 kg) were bodysherds of a coarse, shelly fabric possessing no diagnostic featu res. She lly fabrics are known to have been in use at several different periods in the local area. 

Prehistoric Two recogn izable Iron Age sherds (0.030 kg) were recovered, one a she ll-tempered rim, and the othe r a base frag ment of the same fabric-type. 
Romano-British S ixty-five sherds (0.854 kg) were identified as Romano-British, 7.52% of the entire assemblage. Three colourcoat sherds were noted, inc luding a large , white Oxfordshire mortarium rim, two Nene 
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Fig. 8: Romano-British pottery, scale I :4 
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I , I 
Fig. 9: Saxon pottery, scale I :4 
valley vessel fragments, and three folded beaker sherds with a hard, sandy reduced fabric. Several grey, sandy pie-dish rims were present, together with a number of coarse, she ll- tempered storage jars and a lso finer shelly wares, representing an assortment of vessels. A proportion of the unidentified she lly sherds noted above are also likely to be Romano-British in date . 

S ix pieces of samian were recovered , including a stamp, not previously recorded, which was identified by Brenda Dickinson (School of Classics, University of Leeds); the stamp VCVL?M appears on form ?33, Buccala of Central Gaul , Die 4a. Buccal a 's fabrics suggest that he worked at both Les Martres-de-Veyre and Lezoux, though no stamps are attested from e ither factory. Other dies were used to stamp forms 18/3 1 R, 27 and 80, implying that the potter's life began in the Hadrianic or early Antonine period and continued to AD 160 or later. This piece is almost certainly Antonine (Fig 8, no 3). 
Illustrated sberds (Fig 8) 
I. Bowl rim, shell tempered fabric, context I 0 I (fi ll of pit 100), Area C3 
2. Beaker rim, grey ware, context I 0 I 
3. Samian stamp, Central Gaul, VCVL?M (see above), Antonine, context 101 
4. Mortarium rim, white colour-coated Oxfordshire ware, context 023 (fi ll of ?Saxon pit 022, Field B: residua l) 
5. Lid-seated jar rim, shelly fabric, context 023 
6. Samian rim, form 18/3 1, second half C2, context 023 
7. Samian dish b'ase, form 3 1R, first half C2, Context 103 (fill of pit 102), Area C3 
8. Sam ian dish base, form 3 1 R, first half C2, Context 103 

·) . . 

~ 5 

Saxon Approximately 8% of the pottery (sixty-nine sherds, 0 .630 kg) could be attributed to the Saxon perio(i. Three red-gritted sherds, similar to sherds identified as early Saxon elsewhere in Buckinghamshire, (for example at Walton, Aylesbury) were noted, together with twenty-three early to mid Saxon hand-made, in sandy fabrics, including a number of rims and bases. No typically mid-Saxon Maxey ware was recognised, but at least fortythree sherds were of the St.Neot's type, with a tenth to e leventh-century date. An unstratified concentration of St.Neot's ware was noted near the boundary between fie lds A and B, and thirty-eight sherds (Figure 9, 1-5) were recovered from pit 028 in Field B. Many of the presently undatable, undiagnostic shelly sherds recovered could be Saxon in date, of the mid Saxon Maxey type, or the Later St. Neot's type. 
ll!ustrated sherds (Fig 9) 
1- 5 Rim sherds in St Neot's type ware, Context 029 (fil l of pit 028), Field B. 
Medieval The medieval pottery, (211 sherds, 3.363 kg), represented fabri cs from a number of different k ilns. Sixteen sherds of Olney Hyde ware were present, including rims and jug handles, and at least nine fragments of Potterspury ware. A number of twelfth to thirteenth-century grey, sandy cookingpot fragments were present, many fourteenth -century rims and bases (including at least twenty sherds of Brill fabric), and a bowl rim of the late fi fteenth or early sixteenth-century. Nearly a hundred miscellaneous she ll-tempe red rims, bases and handles, with associated bodysherds, together with several oxidized wares were also noted. In all , 24.42% of the e ntire pottery assemblage was recognized as medieval; numerous sherds at present unclassified arc also likely to belong to the same period. 
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Fig. 10: Medieval pottery. scale I :4 

lllusmued sherds (Fig I 0) 
I. Lid-scaled jar rim. shelly fabric. Conlexl 608 (fill of pil 607) Area D2. 
2. Jug handle, Potterspury w<t re. Con1ex1 406 (upper fill of pil/gully 404). Area D I 
3. Jug. Olney Hyde ware. Conlexl 608 
4. Cooking pol rim. sand-lcmpcrcd fabric. Comcxl 410 (lower fill of pil 409). Area D I 
5. Lid-sealed jar rim, shel ly fabric. Conlexl 608 
6. Cook ing pol rim, sand-lcmpered fabric. Conlcxl 425 (layer), Area D l 
7. Rim. shelly fabric. Con1cx1 608 
8. Rim, shelly fabric. Con1ex1 608 
Post-medieval Surprisingly only twenty post-medieval sherds (0.495 kg) were collected in total, representing 2.32% of the whole pottery assemblage. This may be due to different refuse disposal practices in the post-medieval period. 
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Other Finds 
Approximately five kg of animal bone, including horse, sheep and deer, were recovered. Although the bone has not been analysed in detail , many pi eces showed butchery marks and several were also burnt. Numerous pieces of burnt limestone and some smithing slag were recovered, all from mixed-date deposits. Two pieces of wall plaster and thirty-seven fragments of daub also came from undatable contexts. M ost of the remaining artefacts were datable, either by intrinsic characteristics or else from their spatial association with other datable finds. T hese have been grouped together by period and are described in detail below. 

Prehistor ic Sixty-four flint flakes (four of which were also burnt) were retrieved including a core preparation flake, a retouched Neolithic f lake/scraper, and two Bronze Age scrapers. Four M esolith ic blades were also identified ( three snapped) and a Mesolithic blade core fragment. This small flint assemblage 
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Fig. 11: Romano-British finds, scale I :3 (item I ); 2:3 (items 2-4) 

suggests more than a casual prehistoric presence in the area. 
Romano-British lllus/raled 
Iron object. I 0 I mm x 16mm x 6mm (max.) Badly corroded iron bar, tapering to a blunt point, function uncertain. Found in close association with quern SF 1037 (described below), but evidently not a quern fitting. Context 321, possibly medieval layer containing Romano-British pottery and in silu hearthlining. Field 0. (SF 1000). Fig 11,1. 
Brooch 35mm x 25mm. lncompletecopper-alloy brooch with T-shaped, decorated tubular wings (wide bow variation). The wings (only one remains), are cast in cylindrical form and perforated lengthwise to take the axis bar from end to end. Only 12mm of the pin remains, details of its attachment to the axis bar and the spring mechanism being obscured by mineralised soil deposits. I t has the comma-shaped profile of a dolphin-brooch, with a thick, rounded head. A central ridge runs over the crest and down the bow, the tail -end of wh ich (together with the catchplate) is missing. Found in topsoil of Field B by metal detector. (SF I 022). Fig II , 2. 

Brooch 50mm x 21 mm. Incomplete copper alloy brooch with an open-end cylinder, wing arrangement. Here the wings have full backward flaps at top and bottom. The spring, now missing, would have been placed between them and held in position by bending the flaps together around it, a central slot being left for t)le pin itscl f (also missing), and the ends left open. The complete profile of the brooch remains, together with the catchplate. The bow is relatively flat and splayed slightly at either end (particularly at the top), and the back is decorated with several longitudinal ridges. This continental brooch form came to Britain on Langton Down and Rosette-type brooches before the Invasion, and lasted for a couple of decades or so thereafter (Hattatt 1985). Context 023 (fill of ?Saxon pit 022, residual), Field B. (SF 1029) Fig II , 3 
Vessel Glass 57.5mm x llmm (max.) Curved, "earshaped", 0-sectioned cup handle of a very streaky, olive-green glass. The bottom end is thickened and splayed at the lower sticking point; the upper sticking point is now missing, but was probably folded over. lt was found in association with RomanoBritish pottery sherds, including Central Gaulish samian wares and Nene Valley colourcoat types. The handle very likely belongs to the fourth century 
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Fig. 12: Romano-British quernstones, scale I: 12 
AD, and a similar example, recovered from a Romano-British villa site at Mantles Green, Amersham, Buckinghamshire during excavations in 1983-4, is discussed by Denise Allen (AIIen,l992,165- 6 and Fig.3). Allen discusses forms re presented at Lankhills Roman cemetery, Winchester - namely a one-handled, globular flask with concave base (Harden, J979,2 17- 2 18,class VI,nos 472,551,632, fig.27) and a two-handled 

flask, again with a globular body, but with a basering, (op cit, 2 18-2 19, Vlll,nos 450 and 270,fig .27) which are the most likely candidates for the Weston Underwood handle's form. The Lankhi lis examples wel'e retrieved from graves dating from AD370-410 and AD340-390 respectively). Context 101 (fill of pit I 00). Field C. (SF I 028). Fig I I, 4. 
Quemstone Sandstone (?Sarsen). Diameter 0.49m. The hopper is 90mm in diameter. Near the outer edge is a handle socket which has been bored through to the grinding surface; there are traces of three aborted attempts to bore handle sockets on the opposite edge. The grinding surface exhibits the usual profile, although its angle is shallower than that of many Romano-Bri tish stones. The chief interest of this piece is the arrangement of the rynd chases, of which there are three. Two of these, both narrow, are s ituated about 65• apart a long the inner edge of the hopper, but aligned at 90" to each other; the third is wider and deeper and situated approx imate ly opposite a point midway between the two smaller sockets. The arrangement implies that the rynd itself wa~ uf a 1110st unusual " Y" form. Other striations around the lower edge of the hopper suggest efforts, evidently abandoned, to locate rynd chases elsewhere along the hopper circumference. An iron object (SF 1000 above) was found within the hopper, but does not appear to have been an original fitting. The re are traces of wear, particularly around the outer skirt. There is evidence of burning on the grinding s urface, apparently owing to its re-use as a hearthstone. The quem was found in association with several fragments of sandstone hearth-lining (SF I 031 ), noted below, and shcrds of Romano-British pottery. Context 32 1, Field D. (SF 1037). Fig 12, I. 
Quernstone 0.38m diameter; 50- 70mm thickness. Lower stone, complete, but broken into three pieces, in a very coarse, shelly sandstone; the inner, worn surface shows c lear evidence of burning. The centra l, circular perforation is 50mm in diameter; the grinding surface has the usual profile, being slightly higher at the centre, but as with SF 1037 above, the angle of the grinding surface is shallow. The quernstonc itself is not datable and was not found in association with any other s tratified, datable finds, but a Romano-British date is qui te possible. From context 3 1 0; apparently re-used as metalling in a former gateway, Field D. (SF 1038) Fig 12, 2. 
Not lllustrated 
Coin (Coins recorded in this report were kindly identified by George Lamb of Buckinghamshire County Museum). Worn; ? Vespasian (AD 69- 79). Context 022, fill 
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of a large. oval feature. Field B. (SF I 020). 
Coin Denarius, good condition, Scptimius Scvcrus (AD 204). SceR/C,vo/.4,11o.266.Context 103 (ri ll of pit 102), Field C. (SF 1004). 
Hearth lining Eight flat, scorched fragments of yellow sandstone (SF I 03 1 ), found in the same feature context as a number of Romano-British sherds, were identified as in silu hearth-lining. They lay adjacent to a simi larly scorched qucrnstone (see above; SF I 037). Context 321. 
Saxon l/luslra/ed 
Stirrup Mount 62.5mm x 29mm x 2.5mm. Copper alloy, decorated Saxon stirrup mount with a dist inctive punched band of rings bordering the external edge of the flat body, and running immediately parallel with an incised line decoration. Two circular perforations, with the remains of iron corrosion surrounding each (former rivets), are situated II mm apart at the base of the mount; a flange projects at 90• from the bottom rear side 

The main body plate tapers up into a short circular, moulded shaft (a debased animal head representation, w ith prominent eyes), the apex of which comprises a flat, roughly circular plate within which is a third perforation, a slightly off-centre fixing hole. The mount is of the pentagonal long-necked variety and only one other example, also from Buckinghamshire (Foscott; unpublished), is known to have similar punched, circle decoration. 
No sign of gilding was noted during conservation. The rear side displayed clear signs of abrasion and wear, indicating that the piece had not remained "static" during use. Objects of this kind have often been interpreted in the past as book mounts, but David Williams (in/ill, and forthcom ing) convincingly identifies thl!Se types as stirrup mounts. He suggests that the Weston mount represents a basic but uncommon design, belonging to a sub-group which typically consists of a flat pentagonal plate clasped by two tendril -like shapes which converge to a narrow neck terminating in a fix ing loop. Metal detector find from stone layer (?trackway), context 018, within Field B. (SF I 0 I I) (Figure 13, I). 

Str ap End 61 mm x 15mm x I mm. Flat, abraded copper alloy strap end; the remains of two iron rivets survive at the split end, one now reduced to an area of corrosion. 
M Farley comments: Strap ends of this date usually contain three standardised elements: an animal snout terminal, a decorative panel and a fan-shaped device around the rivet encl. On this example the 

fan-shaped device appears to be absent, although the presence of iron corrosion may obscure it. The animal snout is present in simpl i fied form, and the central decorative clement is missing from the now empty, rectangular central recess. The recess had been prepared by roughly chiselling out a depressed area; no mean feat in a piece of sheet only one millimetre thick. During conservation, electrochemical means were used to break down the corrosion within the recess, revealing chisel lines and the remains of a white metal coating, most probably solder. Organic material was also identified during conservat ion within the split end, adhering to the corrosion (information kindly supplied by David Parish). This probably represents the remains of an original leather strap. Apart from the use of a panel, which is unique amongst the twenty other Buckinghamshire strap ends so far recorded, the whole is a fairly unsophisticated piece. Such tag ends appear to have been common in the ninth century AD, but had a longer life. The relat ively large size and simplicity of the surviving motifs suggest that the Weston Underwood tag end may be relatively late in the series. Found by metal detector, apparently within a pit along pipeline route, Field C. (SF 10 18). Figure 13, 2. 
Nor Wustrated 
Qucrnstone Fragments 30mm x 20mm; 20mm x 15mm. Two, small square-shaped joining pieces of basalt lava qucrnstone from the Eiffel mountains in Germany, with traces of a grinding surface. Thirtyeight shcrds of Saxon pottery were recovered from the same context as the qucrnstone; such lava was imported into Britain during Anglo-Saxon times in large quantities. From context 029 (fill of pit 028), Field B. (SF 1039). 
Ant ler Seven fragments of red deer antler were found w ithin a context wh ich also contained a substantial number of both Saxon and medieval artefacts (SF 1021). 
Medieval 11/usrrared 
Buckle 40mm x 18mm. Oval copper-al loy buckle frame with rectangular and decorated recessed sheet plate. The inside edge of the buckle frame possesses a small notch to receive the pin. The pin, looped over an offset and narrowed buckle bar, tapers to a point. The front sheet of the folded plate is decorated with a line of tiny, stamped nicks which border the sides and edges. The rear sheet is partially bent back over itself, the two end rivets now missing. Three rivets arc still in place, however, securely fixing the two sheets together. Surface enrichment is responsible for a superficial impression of remnant gilding. The 
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Fig. 13: Saxon and Medieval finds, scale 2:3 
whole appears to have been covered with a white metal coat ing, possibly silver; X-ray fluorescence analysis would be needed to identify the specific metal conclusively. 
This buckle and plate represent a basic form which, with all its variety, was a long-lasting fashion and in use from the early fourteenth to early fifteenth century (Egan a net Pritchard, 1991 , 22). One, two or four rivets are most common. and pairs would have been more effective for distributing the stress than arrangements in which a single rivet took most of the strain at a central point. This example possesses five rivets, and although its precise usc is uncertain, its relative robustness suggests that it was intended to serve a function which involved some stress or sustained movement - as perhaps a spur buckle or part of some military dress. Metal detector find from subsoil, context475, F ie ld D. (SF 1014). Fig 13, 4. 

Buckle 30mm x 20mm. Round, flat copper-a lloy buckle frame with the pin missing, attached to a decorated, rectangular fo lded sheet plate, recessed to accommodate (most probably) an originally sub-rounded, oval or D-shaped frame. The single perforation through the plate shows clear evidence that the buckle has been repaired, with the original rivet missing, and a twisted length of copper alloy wire now crudely fastening the two sheets of the buckle plate together. The front, forked end of the plate is 

2 -

decorated, the detail partially obscured by the twisted copper wire repair. The whole appears to have been covered with a white metal coating, probably either silver or tin. 
The single rivet suggests that the buckle was not intended to serve a particularly stressful function originally, and its form implies that it was used to secure some item of everyday mr.clieval dress. Buckle plates provided a means of attaching the frame to the strap that was arguably more secure in the long term than folding the leather or textile around the frame and sewing the strap together to hold it in place, as was done with the plain, circular frames - which were usually intended as shoe buckles. Metal detector find, from subsoil, context 475. Field D. (SF I 0 15) Fig 13. 

Not illustrated 
Knife Blade 75mm x 16mm x 4mm. A severely corroded fragment of ironwork; most of the blade and much of the tang arc missing. The knife appears to belong to the "whittle and tang" type and is medieval. Context 434 (fi II of pit 433), Field D, in close association with several sherds of medieval pottery. (SF 10 13) 
Coin Long Cross penny of Edward I ( 1272- 1307); poor, worn. Metal detector find, from subsoil, context 117. Field C. (SF 1007). 
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Coin Long Cross halfpenny of Edward I ( 1272- 1307). Very worn. Metal detector find, from subsoi l, context 475. Field D. (SF 1016). 
Post-medieval Only three pieces of tile were recovered from the investigations and seventeen fragments (0.795 kg) of brick, including a single, complete Tudor brick. Sixteen clay pipe stems and four bowl fragments were found, all probably eighteenth century. The small amount of glass recovered all appears to date to the eighteenth/nineteenth century. A number of relatively modern or insignificant, undatable pieces of ironwork were recovered by metal detector along the route; several iron nails, corrosion conglomerates, unidentifiable lumps of lead and copper alloy, together with post-medieval buttons, buckles, knife blades, lead shot and window came. Items recorded as special finds include an iron dress pin with double-looped head (perhaps sixteenth century, cfWoodfield and Goodall, 1981 , 94 and Fig.5); a "Nurembergjeton", probably Hans Krauwinckel, c: 1580- 1620; a worn penny of Elizabeth I , and a rectangular whetstone with square section. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A project of this nature inevitably yields data which is difficult to interpret. Scann ing of relatively narrow trenches wi ll rarely reveal the full extent of features, or show the relationship of features to their neighbours. Spatial patterning can not be seen on any scale which is useful, and interpretation of features is inevitably a problem. There are therefore many questions concerning the date and significance of the features described in this account which can not be readi ly answered. Relatively little attention has been paid in this report to those features which were either not excavated (as they did not lie on the direct line of the pipe cut), or which failed to produce dating evidence. Nevertheless, the archaeological monitoring and investigation of the Weston Underwood Sewerage Scheme has yielded useful results. Previous finds of material from the village and its env irons had all been casual discoveries, lacking much in the way of an archaeological context. 
There was a general paucity of prehistoric material. Apart from the cremation, a scatter of struck 

flints and two Iron Age shcrds were the only preRoman material discovered. The cremation, al though not accurately dated, seems to indicate prehistoric funerary rites other than those associated with barrows/ ring ditches, and which feature so prominently in the archaeological record of the Ouse valley. The relative absence of Iron Age material seems to imply that the Roman settlement, for which there was rather more in the way of evidence, did not develop, as on many sites it did, from a pre-Roman settlement. However, it should be noted that finds associated with two adjacent si tes to the south of the village include an Iron Age component. 
There was rather more evidence for Roman activity, although this period, too, was relatively sparsely represented. No settlement focus was found, I.Jut the overall impression is of either a single extensive site not far from the study area, or of a densely settled landscape, although the two need not be mutually exclusive. The discovery in 1968 of a dozen Romano-British sherds, together with tile and building stone, a short distance south of the pipeline in Field C may point to a structure. It is also possible that the flood plain had a more prominent role in the economy during the late I ron Age and Roman periods than previously, as demonstrated by the Stanton Low villa, situated on the edge of the terrace gravels a few kilometres upstream at Stantonbury, which exploited the alluvium (Woodfield and Johnson 1989). Stanton Low was an extensive site, at over 3 ha nearly the size of a "small town", with wharves on the river frontage, and close set parallel ditches in the early Roman phases probably indicating land management and drainage. It is perhaps worth noting that one of the areas of Romano-British activity identified at Weston Underwood was on the part of the study area closest to the flood plain, which possibly suggests a comparable interest in the lower-lying areas. 

Saxon settlement, as with the Romano-British settlement, cannot be tied down to a specific focal point, but sufficient pottery was recovered from the I ine of the sewers to show that there was some form of occupation here during both the early (fifth to seventh centuries) and late Saxon periods (ie ninth century or later). There may also have been mid Saxon occupation as well, but its identification is 
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extremely problematical owing to the general absence in th is region of pottery which is diagnostic of the period. There is also the possibility of a postbuilt rectilinear timber structure in area C l , although it must be stressed that there is no firm dating ev idence, and the Saxon date is proposed solely on the basis of the similarity of the structure's form with the plans of Saxon hal ls excavated at numerous other sites in southern England. The Saxon evidence is potentially the most important to have been recovered during the proj ect. There is often discontinuity of occupation during the Saxon period, w ith significant changes of settlement patterns between the early and the late Saxon periods; this certainly appears to be the case at many of the settlements within the area of Milton Keynes, onl y a few kilometres to the south, which has been studied in some detail (Croft and Mynard 1993, 15); only in two instances, Bradwell and Great Linford, has early to middle Saxon pottery been found within the present village.* A t Weston Underwood the evidence seems to imply continuity of settlement within the general area, as opposed to a hiatus. 
Recovery of (unstratified) late Saxon material from near the boundary between fields A and B. not far from the church, hints at a possible occupation focus in existence prior to the Norman Conquest, and it is quite possible that the first church on the present site, originating perhaps as a proprietary church, was another element of a small , nucleated settlement. 
The processes by which a dispersed pattern of farmsteads coalesced into nucleated settlements is still imperfectly understood. In the case of Weston Underwood we may suspect that this process was well advanced by the twelfth century, by which time the present church was certainly in existence: the dating of the moated site is less certain, although the Pevers chief messuage (presumably on the moated site) was first documented in 13 15 and may well be earlier. It has recently been noted (Lewis and Fox 1993) that within Buck inghamshire there are a number of nucleated settlements in the lower lying clay vales of the Ouse and Thames where moat and church are adjacent, suggesting a church-manor complex forming the focal point of a settlement. Whilst the Weston Underwood moat is 

• Bul sec Millon Keynes Village: 1his volume 

c250m from the church, neither site is far from the area of pre-Con4uest occupation which we propose above. 
There have however been some changes in the village morphology since the middle ages. A part from the moated site, abandoned presumably at some point during the late medieval or earl y post medieval period , there are traces of several poss ible building platforms immediately east or the present village in field D. The present work has shown at least one of these platforms to be the site of a building, although its dating was equi vocal. Traces were also discovered of a ditched enclosure in field C, with a post-built structure within it; here too the dating evidence is very difficult to interpret. These remains apparently point to some degree of settlement shi ft or small -scale shrinkage, before the village reached its present morphology during or before the seventeenth century. 

Archive 
The site archive is to be found at Buckinghamshire County Museum (ref CAS 6166). 
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APPENDIX: 
The Union Chapel in Chapel Lane 

The eponymous establishment in Chapel Lane was presumably the Union (ie independent dissenting) Chapel recorded in the 185 1 religious census (Legg 1991 ). The chapel was built, according to the census, in 1827, but its location is not given. There is no reference to any place of worship at Weston Underwood, other than the Parish church and the Catholic church, in any of several nineteenth and early twentieth county directories consulted, the 

earliest dating to c 1830. The census shows the presence of a strong Catholic congregation in the vi llage (due to the recusancy of the Throckmortons, who had held the manor since the fifteenth century), and the majority of the inhabitants attended the services of the Catholics or the Established church. The Catholic church was situated near the northern end of the vi llage, in what had been the stable wing of the manor house, which was demolished in 1827 (Lipscombe 1847,4,402-404). The Catholic church was built in the same year, and since 1827 is also given for the construction of the Union Chapel the possibility of confusion between the two cannot be ruled out. Dissent evidently came late to Weston Underwood, since there was only one dissenter (described as a Presbyterian) in 1706 and two in 1709 (Broad 1993). Average attendance at the Union chapel's weekly service was thirty. It is possible that the attractions of dissenting worship were relatively short-lived, and that the chapel was not in use for long. Given the evidently feeble strength of the cause, it is quite possible that the chapel was an adapted building rather than a purpose-built structure. 
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